Analysis of polarity of bovine and rabbit embryos by scanning electron microscopy.
Cellular polarization during preimplantation development of the embryo is believed to be a crucial event in the transition of a zygote to a blastocyst stage embryo with morphologically and functionally differentiated cell types. While extensive studies have been done on polarity development in mouse embryos, little information is available in other species, particularly in cattle. The objective of this study was to examine the initiation of polarity by microvilli distribution on blastomeres of cattle and rabbit embryos using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Bovine embryos were obtained by in vitro fertilization of in vitro-matured follicular oocytes. Rabbit embryos of various stages were collected from superovulated rabbits. Intact embryos and isolated blastomeres were examined in both species. Blastomeres from 1- to 8-cell embryos in both cattle and rabbits showed no polarity. The onset of transitional polarization of microvillous distribution occurred in some blastomeres of cattle embryos at the 9- to 15-cell stage; but typical, distinct polarity was not manifested until after the 16-cell stage with approximately 40% polar cells per embryo. In the rabbit blastomere polarity occurred one cell cycle later, with 46% polar cells per embryo after the 32-cell stage. The difference in cell numbers at the time polarity is evident is probably related to the different cell stages for embryo compaction and blastocyst formation in the two species.